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Family 
the 

earnestly believed that the term is just about perfect.  Everyone that has spent time at camp or has been 
actively connected with the place (this includes you camp parents!!) is indeed a part of this Camp Family.  
(
article, or, perhaps, a summer update.) 
 
This idea of the Camp Family was squarely on my mind this weekend as we traveled to Denver to attend 
the wedding of Emily Jodock and Jason Yale.  Their marriage is, in every sense, an embodiment of the 
Camp Family. 
 
You see, while there can be little doubt that the famed character, Yente, from Fiddler on the Roof was an 

matchmaker. 
 

s to each other were it not for the efforts of our very 
own Cupid-like Mr. Bunyan (ye

.  Emily and Jason met each other at Camp Nebagamon. 
 
While relationships that blossom into marriages at camp are rare, they are not unheard of.  Camp couples 
have been a fixture throughout the years at Nebagamon. (And the primary reason why my 10 year old 
daughter will NEVER SPEND ANOTHER SUMMER AT CAMP!)  Indeed, some giant Nebagamon names met 
their spouses at camp.  Such couplings include David and Judy Bearman, Scott Ventrudo and Emily 
Brosius, Jon Scharff and Sue Bong, Frank and Chris Sachs, Nancy Mendelsohn and Jay Horvath, Jane Stein 
and Euan Kerr, and Scott Diam  impressive list! 
 
 

(Continued on Page 7) 
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NEWS OF THE CAMP FAMILY
 

 
Isle Royale trips are booked, 50 five-pound blocks of aged 
cheddar have been ordered and 15 trip leaders have been hired.  

dialed in for the summer!  Get ready to paddle, hike and 
mountain bike this summer.  Our wilderness trip program is worthy 

including but not limited to more than 20 Boundary 
Waters canoeing trips, two-week Quetico Big Trips, two-week Isle 
Royale backpacking trips, loads of backpacking on the Superior 
Hiking Trail and mountain biking trips on world class trails.   
 
We mountain bike on camp  project time 
and then we take overnight and day trips to the CAMBA trail 
system in the Chequamegon National Forest and the gold level 

trail system in Duluth, MN.  Last year, the 125 plus miles of trails in Duluth were awarded the 
Gold Level Standard by the International Mountain Bicycling A
about this is that there are only SI WORLD that have this 
rating, and our young men get to ride there during the summer!  So with all of that, our 
wilderness trip program is something to brag about to your friends!   
 
This past month has been pretty sweet.  I have been fishing out on Lake Superior, casting the 
fly rod for steelhead on the Brule River, and getting the big sailboat ready for the race season.  

rookies out on the real rock.  I used to climb a lot, both in Duluth and out in Colorado, but I 
kind of took a 15 year break, aside from occasionally going up the climbing wall at camp.  
Needless to say, I was a bit nervous to head up the north shore and tackle Silver Cliff 
overlooking Lake Superior.  It was time, though, to get over my newfound fears, tie in and 
scale those rocks!  It was awesome and a bit frightening at first, but with good friends belaying 
and encouraging me, I was able to conquer my fears and have a blast.  It was just like what 
many of you have experienced at camp.  Many of you are able to conquer your fears with 
the support of our great counselors and specialist staff who guide and cheer you on during 

s project areas. 
 
Keep the news coming as we have one more Arrowhead before the summer, so if you win a 
marathon, build a sweet fort, or act in your first play, please be sure to send the news to 
fornear@campnebagamon.com.  Hope everyone is excited for the start of camp and ready 
to tackle some new adventures this summer.  We  wait to see you get off that bus!   

 
IT MAY INTEREST YOU TO KNOW that Ben Manis - ) and Josh 
Halpern (Dayton/Philadelphia - 08) first met at Nebagamon as Loggers in 2005 and -- with a 
shared passion for music -- made their GTC debut playing cello duets in 2008.  Fast forward 
nine years, and these longtime best friends shared the stage once again in March, this time at 
Rice University in Houston.  Ben conducted the Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra and 
Josh was a   Currently, both 
are pursuing graduate degrees in preparation for careers as professional musicians -- Ben is 
studying conducting at Rice, and Josh is studying cello performance at the Curtis Institute of 
Music in Philadelphia.  



IN THE WHERE-ARE-THEY-NOW DEPARTMENT: Charlie Barrows (Chicago/Seattle - -
) received his PhD in Chemistry from the University of Washington.  Dr. Barrows will be a 

Visiting Professor of Physical Chemistry at Whitman College for the 2017-18 school year.   Ben 
Elder ( 92- 98) is currently in Baltimore, Maryland completing his Neurosurgery 
residency at Johns Hopkins. Ben will be returning to Minnesota and starting a job as an 
Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery and Bioengineering at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN in 
July with his wife Bernadetta, and kids Eliana, Noah, and Jacob.  Dan Gingiss ( -

) recently published his first book entitled Winning at Social Customer Care: How Top Brands 
Create Engaging Experiences on Social Media. Based on dozens of interviews with executives 
at top brands, plus his own experience at multiple Fortune 300 companies, the book 
introduces the "8 Steps to Winning at Social Customer Care." Check it out on Amazon!  
 
CONGRATULATIONS ON RECENT ENGAGEMENTS go to Joe Briggs -Present)          
and Kate Bennett . 

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 

PLEASE REMEMBER TO RETURN YOUR CAMP FORMS BY MAY 15! 

 

With the 2017 
help to answer questions and make the transition into camp run as smoothly as possible. 
 

All families should have received our packet containing the Parent Handbook and 
instructions for completing your camper forms. All of the forms need to be submitted by 

but 
please shoot us an e-mail at briggs@campnebagamon.com to let us know.  We read 
every form in its entirety, and the information helps us provide a fun and healthy summer 
for each camper. Please be diligent in filling them out.     
 
If your son will be using any daily medication in pill form, please note the due dates for 
CampMeds, a prepackaged medication service.  (May 20 for first session and eight-week 
campers, and June 18 for second session campers.) This information was mailed to you in 
April and can also be found in the Parent Handbook. 
 
The camp office is moving to Lake Nebagamon on May 8th this year, and we expect to be 
up and running by May 10th.  After May 8th, we can be reached at 715-374-2275. 
 
Please make travel arrangements as early as possible.  If you are using the Official Travel 
Agency of Camp Nebagamon, Travel One, contact them at 1-800-245-1111 and work with 
Liz Egge or Sonni Banks.  If you are not using Travel One, we need to know your plans by the 
May 15 deadline. 

 
 
 
 

 
K   E   E   P       T   H   E       F   I  R   E   S       B   U   R   N   I   N   G 

 



MORE CAMPERS ENROLL FOR 2017 SEASON 

s who have enrolled for the 2017 season in the last 
month. New campers have an asterisk (*) before their names and their hometowns are listed 
after. Eight-week campers are indicated with an (8). Third Grade: *Sam de la Garza (Salt Lake 
City), *Keno Maiz (Monterrey, Mexico) Fourth Grade: *Brody Gutierrez (New York), *Michael Hall 
(Chicago), *Malakai Johns (New York), *Eli Samuels (Chicago), *Juan Teves (New York), 
*Murray Wisesneck (Iowa City) Fifth Grade: Austin Alexander, Ting Ting Chen, *Aaron Levi (San 
Francisco), *Ethan Su (Shanghai, China) Sixth Grade: Howard Chen, Andrew Condrell, 
Anthony Gutierrez, Phillip Hall (8), *Henry Hays-Baer (Atlanta), *Justice Hays-Baer (Atlanta) 
Seventh Grade: Jackson Goldblatt, *Samuel Matayo (Salt Lake City), Ocean Wang Eighth 
Grade: Jackson Fogelman, Parker Johnson, Douglass Lescher, Edoardo Longo, Owen 
Marchant  

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

 

SPECIAL TRIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUMMER 2017! 
 

  

* * * * * * * * 
 

If you have questions regarding either of these exciting trips, please contact Adam 
Fornear.  All 7th - 9th grade parents will receive an email this week with further details on registration.  
Fornear can be reached at fornear@campnebagamon.com, 208-318-3962 or 715-374-2275 (after May 
12).  

CLIMB ABOVE LAKE SUPERIOR! 

Back by popular demand, Camp Nebagamon is offering a rock climbing trip on the North Shore of Lake 
Superior this summer!   

We will be offering one trip during first session, July 6  July 8.   Campers will set up a base camp at a 
Minnesota State Park and then climb during the day at multiple climbing locations.  We will have spots for 
eight campers who will be guided by one our Nebagamon trip staff and two instructors from the University of 
Minnesota-Duluth Climbing Center.  The trip is open to grades 7-9, although older campers will have first 
preference.  The cost of the climbing trip will be $300.   

SEA KAYAKING ON LAKE SUPERIOR! 

Camp Nebagamon is offering an awesome sea kayaking trip on Lake Superior.  Sitting in a 17-foot sea kayak 

and camp on the Apostle Islands near Bayfield, WI for three days.  The first day of the trip will be spent 
training on Lake Nebagamon.   

We will be offering one trip during first session, June 29  July 2.  We will have spots for five campers who 
will be guided by one Nebagamon trip staff and one instructor from the University of Minnesota-Duluth Kayak 
& Canoe Center.  The trip is open to grades 7-9, although older campers will have first preference.  The cost of 
the sea kayaking trip will be $425. 
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At Camp 

Caretaker Joe Heads Back Outside  

For a lot of you living in the United States, spring starts in March, but for us living in 
the northern-most point in Wisconsin, we can only begin to hope for true spring 
conditions in April. Some years our hopes are met with ten inches of snow 
followed by weeks of gradually warming weather. In other years the ice comes 
off the lake a bit early and the bright yellow trumpets of the daffodils, which are 
always the first flowers to emerge from their winter slumber, herald a rapid 
emergence of true spring. This spring was shaping up to be one of the latter; the 
ice came off the lake a week or so earlier than average, and though we were 
suffering from an overabundance of cloudy days, the temps were above 
average and our bright little heralds of spring were up and starting to bloom. We 
were really starting to get into the spring groove around camp and were even 
able to get the spring leaf blowing done a week earlier than normal. We were 
feeling pretty good about our spring progress. I was able to tune up camp s 
mountain bike fleet with test rides on snow free roads. Caretaker Jack was back from his off-season 
layoff. We thought that spring was definitely here to stay and on the weekend of the 22nd, the clouds 
abated and we enjoyed a 68 degree high, nearly 20 degrees above average.  

Well,  hatched! Two 
days after our delightful weekend, winter returned with a vengeance. The national weather service 
issued a winter storm alert for our area, and revised the 
normal. The storm started with rain, switched to freezing rain, then to sleet, and finished off with a good 
dose of snow squalls that left a treacherous mix on the roads. Believe it or not, the storm was severe 
enough to shut down all of the area schools for a day! Only the second snow day called all winter was 
on April 26! And our bright little heralds of spring are all drooping their blooms low to the ground under 
the weight of the snow and ice. 

Despite the weather setback late in the month, we are making great progress in readying camp for the 
quickly approaching season. Caretaker Jack has taken on the job of rehabbing the floating sections of 
the fishing dock. He has been replacing cracked and damaged wood from the aging framework and 
replacing the old WWII surplus barrel floats with reclaimed plastic barrels as needed. The old barrels 
have been gradually rusting through and a few had already been replaced.  The dock will still rock and 
bob in the waves, but will sit a bit prouder in the water this season thanks to Jack s efforts.  

Caretaker Andy and I spent a week together this month walking nearly every inch of the grounds in the 
annual spring leaf blowing, which involved more stick and branch blowing this spring than usual due to 
a winter of ample windstorms. But as I mentioned above, we were able to clear the grounds of the 

for a change. After we split up, Caretaker Andy went to work doing some repairs on our sailboat fleet. 
He re-fiberglassed some bad spots on a few hulls and painted them with a bright coat of marine 
enamel. I went back to the Rec Hall floor project we started last fall. I did the necessary final screen 
sanding on the floor and it is now ready for the day the temps are warm enough to apply the finish. We 

feet arrive in June.  In addition, I was able to get the siding back up on the lake side of the Rec Hall 
kitchen, a project I was working on last fall but had to leave when the first snow and cold sent us indoors 
late last November. Ironically, I put the last pieces up just as the late spring/winter storm hit on the 26th of 
this month. I guess its painting will have to wait a bit, until the temps return to the 50s, 
forecast now for another week or so. Our hopes for a sustained spring now rest with May. 

Wishing a hardy congratulations to Emily and Jason on their marriage last weekend (the latest in a long 
line of couples who met at Camp Nebagamon and then married), it s Caretaker Joe at camp. 
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JUST A SAMPLE OF OUR AMAZING STAFF!! 

 
 
Two months from now, camp will be filled with roughly 350 
incredible individuals.  I have been talking to campers, parents, 
and staff, and they all share one thing in common: enthusiasm 
for the upcoming summer!  Our hiring is 99.9% complete, and 
between the returning staff and new staff, we have a great 

Arrowhead.  
 

 
, but this Push, Dr. Charlie Barrows, just 

completed his PhD in Chemistry at the University of Washington a couple of weeks ago. He 
now has his eyes set on running an awesome Lumberjack Village this summer.  Charlie is no 
stranger to our amazing 77 acres as he was a camper, cabin counselor and wilderness trip 

th season at camp.   Charlie was a thoughtful and caring 
counselor and tripper, and we have the utmost confidence in Charlie as the leader of our 
oldest campers at camp.  When not studying the periodic table, Charlie plays competitive 
ultimate frisbee, dabbles in digital photography, and plays the viola in a string quartet.  Charlie 
is excited to be an instrumental figure in helping our oldest campers define their final summers 
at camp.  Lastly, Charlie is eager to take a break from the city, get back to nature, and 
hopefully see a couple of 
working with Charlie this summer!   
 
Graylan Vincent joins Camp Nebagamon for his first summer ever.  Graylan will be one of our 
climbing wall specialists be more pleased that he has joined team 

taught climbing to kids at Vertical World for many years in Seattle and has also taught 
mountaineering skills to children in other programs.  Graylan loves being out on the rock.  He 
has summited Mt. Rainer, Mt. Hood and Glacier Peak.  Graylan has also been a member of 
search and rescue teams in the Pacific Northwest with training in technical rescue and is a 
registered EMT-B.  Needless to say these qualifications are going to be great assets down at 
our climbing wall.   I spent some time getting to know Graylan and he is very excited to 

hobbies), or map reading, he probably can be found riding his bike.  Just last year he pedaled 
4883.3 miles from the Atlantic to Pacific Coast.  Get ready for a sweet summer down at our 
wall and be sure to chat Graylan up about some of his adventures!  
 
 

ICEBREAK! 
The official Keeper of the Ice , and our caretaker, Andy Mack has reported that the 
ice broke up on Lake Nebagamon on April 5th.  
 
Congratulations to staff member Spencer Brown who guessed the closest. Your prize 
will be waiting for you at camp. 
 
 
 



FAMILY (from page 1) 
 
Now, as you know, a wedding is usually a fascinating combination of friends and 

group, there was another large group in attendance that clearly straddled both 

ascended) into Denver.  Camp folks travelled to Denver from each coast, the 
Midwest, and from all over the country.  None even considered missing the event.  
Without a doubt, this is due in a very large part to the nature of these two wonderful 
folks that got married.  They are kind, thoughtful, loyal, fun, and positive people, and 
everyone that knows them wanted the opportunity to celebrate them and wish them 
well.  But there was also a sense that this was a significant camp event too.  The 
pairing of these two, both of whom who have been so integral to the institution in 
recent years, was significant.  Camp was present when they met, and camp was with 
them as their 
does. 
 
To all in attendance this weekend, we apologize for the undue number of Council Fire, 
Keylog, candy-line and grundy references.  We know how it can sometimes be when 
a bunch of camp folks get together.  But at the same time, we are unapologetic and 

 
 
 

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 
 

 

 
ATTENTION PARENTS OF 9TH GRADE CAMPERS! 

 
If your son is a 9th grader and is planning on going to Quetico this summer for a two-week Big Trip, we 
will need a copy of his BIRTH CERTIFICATE to get him across the Canadian Border legally. (Sorry, 
but copies of passports are frowned upon by the U.S. Customs office when we re-enter the 

states.)    
I will be sending out a generic permission letter that will need to be completed along with more information 
about these incredible trips.  Both forms can be snail mailed (P.O. Box 429, Lake Nebagamon, WI 54849), 

faxed (208-345-5454), or emailed to fornear@campnebagamon.com. 
 

If you have any questions, please send an e-mail to fornear@campnebagamon.com.   
Get excited for another great summer of wilderness trips! 


